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Hello brothers and sisters in Christ, and friends, 
 
Welcome to an FEDBP/INCPU analysis of the movie called “GeoStorm”. I apologize for its 
length, but my team and I believe that the info you will find in this report (and it’s not 
exhaustive) will help crack open the Follywood psyops campaigns to some extent as well as 
help honest followers of Christ catch on to GeoStorm’s NWO agendas and announcements. 
So, this report/article here is half FEDBP movie report, and half INCPU News report. 
 
The reason my team and I are analyzing this movie is because it is part of of the 
Rockefeller’s “Agenda 21” that is explained in short detail and 7 languages on the 
Rockefeller installed “Georgia Guidestones”. Even more incredible is why Mr Trump and 
team (jesuits and masons) think they can boast that no one can stop them and expect God 
to not reply or stand in their way. Apparently they haven’t ready God’s Word, and they 
obviously don’t know Jesus. 
Source:  
https://www.politico.com/story/2017/05/21/full-transcript-trumps-speech-to-the-arab-
islamic-american-summit-238654  
(if you look up the 3 speeches Trump made 1) Arab League, 2) Nato, 3) Rome, you find out 
he has a very different agenda. Alarming is putting it simply.) 
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But the deeper reason we are reporting on this is because we see the huge need for 
Christians to stand against evil – according to Scripture, and right now, they prefer to stay 
quiet and not stand against evil, because it’s easier (or so they think). That’s what happens 
when a nation of so-called “Christians” becomes so used to their favorite sins and excusing 
them that they become lukewarm – literally deceiving and being deceived for their own 
sinful self-interests. As we all know by their fruits, most who claim to be “Christians” are 
not. Not even close. It seems the actual number is far below the 70% that claim to be. More 
likely between 10% to 20%. But that 50+% of false converts is really good at eroding and 
helping the honest ones become lukewarm (1st Corinthians 5:6). The cool thing in Scripture 
is that Jesus has a remedy for re-applying/growing salt in the life of a believer. He explains 
it in several passages. Here are two. 
> “13 You are the salt of the earth; but if the salt loses its flavor, how shall it be seasoned? 
It is then good for nothing but to be thrown out and trampled underfoot by men. 14 You 
are the light of the world. A city that is set on a hill cannot be hidden. 15 Nor do they light 
a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a lampstand, and it gives light to all who are in 
the house. 16 Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and 
glorify your Father in Heaven.” (Matthew 5:13-16) 
> “1 Therefore, since Christ suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves also with the same 
mind, for he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin, 2 that he no longer should 
live the rest of his time in the flesh for the lusts of men, but for the will of God. 3 For we 
have spent enough of our past lifetime in doing the will of the Gentiles--when we walked 
in lewdness, lusts, drunkenness, revelries, drinking parties, and abominable idolatries. 
4 In regard to these, they think it strange that you do not run with them in the same flood 
of dissipation, speaking evil of you… 12 Beloved, do not think it strange concerning the 
fiery trial which is to try you, as though some strange thing happened to you; 13 but 
rejoice to the extent that you partake of Christ's sufferings, that when His glory is 
revealed, you may also be glad with exceeding joy. 14 If you are reproached for the name 
of Christ, blessed are you, for the Spirit of glory and of God rests upon you. On their part 
He is blasphemed, but on your part He is glorified. 15 But let none of you suffer as a 
murderer, a thief, an evildoer, or as a busybody in other people's matters. 16 Yet if anyone 
suffers as a Christian, let him not be ashamed, but let him glorify God in this matter. 
17 For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house of God; and if it begins with 
us first, what will be the end of those who do not obey the gospel of God? 18 Now ‘If the 
righteous one is scarcely saved, Where will the ungodly and the sinner appear?’ 
19 Therefore let those who suffer according to the will of God commit their souls to Him in 
doing good, as to a faithful Creator.” (1 Peter 4:1-4,12-19) 
 
A good reminder for all us: Don’t run from trials. Grow through them. I know your “pastor” 
most likely isn’t teaching you this – that’s because most are hirelings, saying just enough to 
sound like a “christian” leader to get your weekly money to pay his overpriced paycheck. 



501c3s are liars – not all, but seemingly 99% of them. Run from 501c3s  to a small home-
based study group where the Bible is the only source quoted and studied. Most pulpits are 
filled with masons and jesuits – who care more about pleasing their human leaders than 
they care about pleasing God. 
 
God commands all honest followers of Christ to do this: 
“11 And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose 
them. 12 For it is shameful even to speak of those things which are done by them in 
secret. 13 But all things that are exposed are made manifest by the light, for whatever 
makes manifest is light.” (Ephesians 5:11-13) 
- This passage seems to confuse many. Let me try to make it really simple. Don’t talk about 
in graphic detail about what the elites do in secret under the mormon “temples” or in the 
satanic bonfires in the woods, or under the Vatican or “Catholic” outposts, or in the 
underground tunnels that connect the elite teams all over the world. Don’t talk in graphic 
detail about their utterly twist, sick, and vile s*xual practices and games with every willing 
and un-willing partner and/or s*x-slave they can find. Don’t go into graphic detail about the 
blood sacrifices that wicked do to gain more “power” from the “force” or the devil or 
whatever they think they are worshipping. 
 
But, do expose evil. Whatever God calls evil in His Word is evil and sin. Rebuke the evil, and 
call people to repent. That is our mission here on earth, because earth is blink – helping 
people get ready to see God and make a covenant with Jesus for salvation and helping 
other followers of Christ grow closer to Christ is our 2 main objectives here on planet earth. 
Romans 1 and Galatians 5-6 and 1st Corinthians 6:9-20 explain lists of sins. Study God’s 
Word. Spend quality time in it – not books by man about God’s Word, but actually God’s 
Word. Let it refine you. Let it redefine sin to closer to pure holiness for you. Let His Word 
change and convict you, that you may be more like Christ and finding His blessing, through 
teaching and training and evangelism and Bible teaching. Avoid prophecies of man – they 
are lies. Just stick with God’s Word. But, grow in it. You see, God doesn’t re-season the salt 
of the earth, but He does re-season lukewarm Christians who hear His voice, to then be His 
ambassadors and restrainers against evil. Is it scary? Sometimes. But, the more you seek 
Him, the more His holy fear will guide your every moment’s decision, and the more you will 
know that by embracing and walking in the holy and healthy fear of the Lord that you don’t 
need to fear any attack of satan or man, only to grow in becoming dead to more sin, and 
more alive to Jesus and the gospel and Bible study and teaching here, until our final breath 
on earth. 
 
What happens when Christians run from trials and from their duty before God to stand up 
to evil they see? What we see today. But, the neat part is that satan *cannot* do the 
Tribulation before his time. He can’t cross boundaries God holds. There are times and 



seasons, and some Bible prophecy details show that we aren’t even close to the Tribulation 
yet – probably 10 to 50 years away still. So, this is still the “church age” (Revelation 2 and 
3). Are you active in exposing evil, rebuking liars, and calling people to repent with grace 
and persistent diligence? Grow in that. Here are 2 more key passages on this topic. 
> “6 And now you know what is restraining, that he may be revealed in his own time. 7 For 
the mystery of lawlessness is already at work; only He who now restrains will do so until 
He is taken out of the way. 8 And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord 
will consume with the breath of His mouth and destroy with the brightness of His 
coming.” (2nd Thessalonians 2:6-8) 
> “17 Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things have passed away; 
behold, all things have become new. 18 Now all things are of God, who has reconciled us 
to Himself through Jesus Christ, and has given us the ministry of reconciliation, 19 that is, 
that God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not imputing their trespasses to 
them, and has committed to us the word of reconciliation. 20 Now then, we are 
ambassadors for Christ, as though God were pleading through us: we implore you on 
Christ's behalf, be reconciled to God. 21 For He made Him who knew no sin to be sin for 
us, that we might become the righteousness of God in Him.” (2 Corinthians 5:17-21) 
Did you see that? We, who honestly know and follow Christ, *are* His ambassadors, 
leading people to reconciliation with God, and restraining evil – the Holy Spirit through us 
leading us, and all the more as we throw out the pagan sin-filled and lukewarm 
entertainment sources that we have become comfortable with. Throw them out! They 
erode your soul, and hurt/destroy every person you care about. Remember, your “private” 
or “secret” sins do *not* just affect you. They affect and infect everyone around you. Walk 
in holiness. Or, God will correct you – only if you are one of His adopted children. So, walk 
as children of God. Throw out your favorite idols. Throw out your addictions – be they TV 
(trash vendor), pagan movies, pagan music, pagan books, pagan novels, pagan video 
games, drugs, beer, wine, liquor, alcohol – whatever you are addicted to and replaces God 
is your idol. Throw it out. Then stand against the evil you see. Grow in lovingly rebuking, 
and graciously calling all whom you meet to repentance – then pray God drives that 
conviction home to lead them to repentance, or shows they are hardened in sin and 
*cannot* repent, by their own choice (Romans 1:18-32).  
“1 Therefore we also, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay 
aside every weight, and the sin which so easily ensnares us, and let us run with 
endurance the race that is set before us, 2 looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of 
our faith, who for the joy that was set before Him endured the cross, despising the 
shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. 3 For consider Him who 
endured such hostility from sinners against Himself, lest you become weary and 
discouraged in your souls. 4 You have not yet resisted to bloodshed, striving against sin. 5 

And you have forgotten the exhortation which speaks to you as to sons: "My son, do not 
despise the chastening of the LORD, Nor be discouraged when you are rebuked by Him; 6 



For whom the LORD loves He chastens, And scourges every son whom He receives." 7 If 
you endure chastening, God deals with you as with sons; for what son is there whom a 
father does not chasten? 8 But if you are without chastening, of which all have become 
partakers, then you are illegitimate and not sons. 9 Furthermore, we have had human 
fathers who corrected us, and we paid them respect. Shall we not much more readily be 
in subjection to the Father of spirits and live?” (Hebrews 12:1-9) 
 
One more thing – while watching, praying, studying and preaching, also remember to plan 
ahead. When the Lord shows you to get ready for something – do so. It does not hurt to 
prepare, but it doesn’t need to be with the focus of this-life-is-all-we-have. No, for those 
who are honestly saved, the ever-unfolding eternal Heavenly Kingdom is their final 
destination – here is their training ground to grow them and prove where they will be in 
that kingdom – barely in “so as by fire” (1st Cor 3), or much better (2nd Timothy 2:12). So, 
remember to prepare (Proverbs 6:6), but make sure that seeking the Lord and serving Him 
and encouraging others in following Jesus is your primary objective, and everything you 
hold in your hands on earth are just tools to help people turn and draw closer to God. 
 
So…. Are you standing up to evil? Or, are you ready to stand up to evil around you again? 
Good. Thank you, or welcome aboard (or back). Let’s get back to work shall we? :) 
 
So, back to the point of this movie report on “GeoStorm”. As most of you know, we spend 
most of our time working and doing ministry – inperson or online. And we focus on things 
that directly relate to honest followers of Christ, because those are the only things that 
matter. Ocassionally, we will talk about a film that is very pagan and non-Christian in 
content, because it’s affecting honest Christians and they are getting confused by its lies 
and agendas. With much prayer, we believe “GeoStorm” is one of those films that is 
confusing honest followers of Christ and needs to be taught and exposed. So, here goes.  
 
One of the main objectives of this larger one-world-elite plot is not just world domination 
and a one-world system, but a reduction of population – and not just a little reduction, but 
a major one, basically 13/14ths of 7 Billion people on planet earth. That way they can use 
this reduced human population to start their satanic version of utopia – one world living in 
harmony without God… while living in God’s World, breathing God’s air and eating the food 
that God has made for them… while they work to destory the earth that they live on... No, 
they are satanic and deceived – they don’t make sense except that they love evil and death 
(Psalm 1, Proverbs 1, Proverbs 8:36). 
 
The deep lie in movies like this is that man can/will determine how to end earth… but they 
can’t, because God restrains them while showing them to be extremely evil and needing of 
arrest and prosecution and careful Bible-led citizen-judicial justice. God has explained in 



Revelation the timeline and how He will respond to the devil – but only when He decides 
that it’s time for the devil to make his move… which He can’t do until the Holy Spirit steps 
aside (partially, because He holds all molecules together – so He doesn’t withdraw, He just 
steps aside). So, until the loud and world-noticed public event of the Holy Spirit stepping 
aside (which I believe to be 1st Thessalonians 4), we have work to do – expose evil, seek to 
prosecute abusers and evildoers (especially the highest levels of them), and study and 
teach the Word of God and the gospel Jesus preached. 
 
A reminder - There’s just one little problem with their plan(s) to do all the evil they dream 
of. Well… several problems with their plans. Here’s one:  
“16 For by Him all things were created that are in heaven and that are on earth, visible and 
invisible, whether thrones or dominions or principalities or powers. All things were 
created through Him and for Him. 17 And He is before all things, and in Him all things 
consist.” (Colossians 1:16-17) 
- As much as the humans who want to play “god” don’t want to admit it, God still holds 
even their molecules together, and He is the One who restrains – as we looked at above. 
So, stay humble, grow in the fear of the Lord, and move forward in exposing and praying 
against the evil you see until we are *actually* in the 7-year Tribulation. 
 
*** 
So, as my typical pattern is, let’s start with the storyline and please note – I don’t care 
about preserving someone’s story and secrets. So, if you don’t want the “thrill” of the 
movie spoiled – read this later. My/our hope is that you will not stop reading this report 
and its various notes and will realize that knowing and seeing through satan’s tricks is more 
important than getting entertained and “thrilled” by a sin-filled movie with a satanic 
message and agenda… Sound good?  
 
-- Other reviews on GeoStorm -- 
>“GeoStorm” movie review by Hocus on the Family/Plugged In 
http://www.pluggedin.com/movie-reviews/geostorm-2017  
 
> Warner Bros., Skydance's 'Geostorm' Undergoes Reshoots, Brings on Jerry Bruckheimer 
(Exclusive) 
[DECEMBER 16, 2016 11:47am PT by Rebecca Ford, Borys Kit] 
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/heat-vision/warner-bros-skydances-geostorm-
undergoes-reshoots-brings-jerry-bruckheimer-866329  
 
GeoStorm Review (Mojo) 
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=geostorm.htm 
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IMDB synopsis 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1981128/plotsummary?ref_=tt_stry_pl#synopsis  
 
*** 
 
GeoStorm trailers 
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qz8cjvKJLuw  
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cxQE7EeqNM  
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cxQE7EeqNM&t=21s  
 
The storyline. 
The story is set at 2019. A man named Jake Lawson has invented and built a system of 
networked satellites who are equipped with various tools to slow down “dramatic 
weather”. Jake calls this space-grid of satellites “Dutchboy”. This grid of satellites has a 
variety of tools – including: lasers, sound waves, and nano-droids fired into earth 
atmosphere that can send out electric pulses, generate heat, etc - to stop dramatic 
weather. It took some years to build (I don’t recall if they told that or not), but now 
Congress wants a full report, and the Rockefeller’s UN (United Nations) is wanting it to 
move from this space tool from exclusive US government hands into international 
government/world-society hands. And for starters, Jake is brought before Congress to give 
an account. That meeting with Congress… doesn’t go well. Really, it goes badly – to the 
pride of the US Congressmen, and then for Jake… who gets fired from the team, being 
replaced (and fired by) his younger brother.  
 
So, needless to say, the two brothers don’t see each other or talk to each other for a few 
years. But, staying away only works for so long. And, even more important to note - 
something tragic starts happening that initiates the need to reconnect.  You see, that 
network of satellites that acts like a machine, well, it seems to be having a… glitch. The 
system built to keep the weather normal and non-threatening seems to be getting 
“hiccups”, so to speak. For example, in the arid desert climate of Afghanistan, there is a 
sudden deadly freeze. A whole little town is frozen – (in this scifi, killed instantly). 
Something is amiss. Clearly. What makes the situation more urgent is the deadline that’s 
been agreed upon to move “Dutchboy” into international control is 2 weeks and counting 
down. Something needs to be done, and soon. And on top of that, this has to be fixed 
quietly to keep the US public and world population in the dark about the crisis, to keep the 
transition smooth. 
 
So, the US State Department leader, Leonard Dekkom, sends Max to go to get his brother 
Jake (who invented and oversaw the building of this elaborate and complex array of 
satellites), so they can figure out the glitch and fix it. Piece of cake, right? Well… sure, if you 
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consider working with 100,000 interlinked satellites easy. Doesn’t take long, and Max finds 
Jake living by himself, in a trailer, with visiting rights for his daughter – along the east coast 
of FL (near Cocoa Beach), so Jake can watch the rocket launches at Kennedy Space Center, 
and track something of what’s going on. You see, after Max fired Jake, Jake’s wife left him, 
he lost his house, and had to move into this trailer and work on cars and a few other high-
tech projects and gadgets to keep down his boredom. So, with a little (lot of) 
persuasiveness, Max gets Jake on board… basically. It’s a hard task and with so many 
questions, but, Jake’s up for it. He thinks. So, up to space he goes. About this time, 
randomly, it seems, there is a tremendous overheating in Hong Kong that causes a gas-
pipeline explosion and something akin to a small earthquake. 
 
In space, Jake joins the team at the ICSS (“International Climate Space Station” – think 
slight various of the ISS = International Space Station). And, it is at the ICSS that Jake meets 
his crew – the top 6 leaders of the grid of satellites who he will need to track down why 
things are malfunctioning. Jake’s team: Ute (the lady who is the ICSS leader), as well as 
Duncan, Ray, Eni, and Al (all 5 from different countries, including Britain, France, Russia and 
Mexico – or something close to that). In addition to the rest of the stress, the ICSS team just 
had one of their crew members killed in an apparent “mishap”. Jake wants to found out 
why on that too.  
 
Jake and team pull in the pod that the windows exploded out of, and strangely, the robotic 
arm goes crazy – almost killing any or all of them. They survive, but clearly something is 
amiss. So, they set out to see if they can find answers on why a pod mysteriously sealed off 
and then the windows exploded vacuuming the ICSS astronaut (named “Makmoud”) into 
space. Their only hope for a clue – a panel from the pod got caught in one of the outer 
sections of the ICSS. So, Jake and Ute go on a space-walk to retrieve the undestroyed 
window and it’s data-recording chip. All looks well, until Jake’s jetpack malfunctions – 
careening him toward the end of the ICS station and lost into space. Jake is able to get free 
just in time, but he has let go of the window (but not before retrieving the data-chip).  By 
this time, Jake knows someone is sabotaging them, so he only tells Ute. Neither of them 
know who the infiltrator is, or why they are causing chaos. 
 
Meanwhile, back on earth, other crazy situations are happening in various parts of the 
world as other satellites are going haywire. One causes a hailstorm in Tokyo and crashes a 
huge passenger airplane – some of the hail is huge. A scientist who barely survived the 
Hong Kong situation finds evidence that sabotage is going on and tries to get it to Max – 
and gets killed by a mystery man who escapes in a get-away car. This scientist, named 
Cheng, does help Max realize that they are in a race to stop a “GeoStorm” – with all 
satellites malfunctioning and causing global chaos – likely killing most of the population on 
planet earth in the process. Jake gets to pass a message onto Max in code and Max is now 



up to speed – someone is sabotaging all the way up to the top of the US govt. “Trust No 
One” is how Jake ends his code message hidden in a fishing story. Now, Jake and Max are 
pretty much on the same page – both racing the clock (and some invisible stranger or 
strangers) to stop a “GeoStorm”. Someone has turned their helpful tool into an earth-
destroying weapon. 
 
Jake and Ute eventually find info that leads them to the locker where Makmoud hid his 
memory drive before getting killed in that pod. That memory drive helps them find that 
someone is not only hacking the whole ICSS system, but also installing “viruses” on the 
satellites to get them to function differently than intended. Max finds the same thing 
thanks to a lady-friend at the State Dept. That’s when Jake and Max discuss how to stop 
this grid of satellites from going to GeoStorm level. In talking details, they find out that they 
can’t shut down the satellite grid to reboot… without the President’s biometrics (all 10 
fingerprints and a scan of both eyes/irises) used at Kennedy Space Center to allow a 
shutdown of the whole system to clear out the virus. Max also finds out that the next storm 
satellite to go haywire is one that can start a really bad lightning storm in Orlando… right 
where the President is supposed to speak that night. Just as Max finds this out, he also 
finds out who the top murder-leader of this scheme is: Dekkom. Yes, the Secretary of State 
is trying to kill everyone in the line of leadership, including the president, so he (Dekkom) 
can rule the US. And… Max barely escapes alive with this new info. 
 
So, back in space, Jake and crew are racing the clock to stop a GeoStorm on their end. They 
try to stop virus-infected satellites one by one – which works at first… but then 
mysteriously, something triggers the whole grid of satellites into a GeoStorm countdown. 
They have 2 hours left. 
 
Back on earth, Max and Sarah (his girlfriend in the secret service) work together to 
research, and then they do something more dramatic… They, well, commit treason to save 
the day. And by “treason”, they actually kidnapped the US President at gun-point, took him 
to in a car and fled the area, explaining the details along the way, as they race to Kennedy 
Space Center. The President takes a little time to process this, while watching the lightning 
storm around them, and while Sarah drives very skillfully to evade and eliminate (kill) their 
pursuers who are shooting to kill. After the President catches up, he’s on-board and 
grateful and works with them to stay alive and solve this crisis (he also strongly encourages 
Max and Sarah to get married – if they survive, which they do). 
 
Back in space, Jake, Ute and team are now scrambling to try to stop the GeoStorm… when 
they get the trump card – someone just initiated the irreversible self-destruct mode on the 
ICSS, the system that controls the grid of weather-controlling satellites. That means they 
are racing time to get everyone out, shut down and reboot, all before every part explodes. 



And Jake can’t even reverse it with his best of passwords – he’s locked out completely. 
That’s when Jake and Ute find out their enemy – Duncan (from Britain or Australia). Duncan 
has been the nerdy wiz and tech guru the whole time – they just didn’t realize he was also 
sabotaging along the way. Jake rushes to confront him – only to find himself on the other 
end of Duncan’s gun. Jake asks why. Duncan says because he wanted the promised money 
that would help his salary – and because watching the world burn would be fun to him. 
Jake wrestles for the gun, fires all 6 bullets at space-proof glass and escapes the pod and 
seals it, leaving Duncan there and vacuumed into space.  
 
Jake now returns back to help everyone get on board shuttles or satellites – whatever it 
takes to get clear of the self-destructing ICSS. He sends everyone on - even Ute, knowing 
that it would most likely cost his life.  
 
Meanwhile on earth, Sarah’s driving and gun-shooting has saved the lives of her two most 
popular men – the US President and her now-fiancé. But, it’s not over. Dekkom is waiting 
with one other agent armed with an RPG (rocket propelled grenade) to blow up the car 
that they are driving – that he’s been tracking. We see the explosion and Dekkom looking at 
the burning wreckage… only for the tables to be turned. Because the President and Sarah 
and Max had expected something like this from Dekkom. They surround Dekkom with guns 
drawn and are quickly joined by SWAT teams and military police to arrest Dekkom. Dekkom 
gets a few last scoffing words out, pleading for them to all join him in his evil plan, which 
inspires Max to punch him in the face in reply. Dekkom is taken off to be prosecuted. 
 
Around the earth, the weather is going crazy – multiple tornadoes and storms and fire and 
snow and similar crazy weather patterns are starting to increase in intensity and numbers. 
 
With literally minutes remaining to stop the GeoStorm, Sarah, Max, and the President rush 
to Kennedy Space Center to disable the block so that Max (alone on the ICSS – or so he 
thinks) can shut down the system and reboot it, and flush out the virus. He discovers Ute 
stayed behind with him. So the two of them finish their work together. It works! The 
GeoStorm stops – the sea waters go back into the ocean, and all the other crazy weather 
stuff stops. So, now Jake and Ute expect to be blown up, together… and then they spot a 
remaining satellite/pod – somehow magically untouched by anything. They fly super-hero 
style through space and past explosions to reach it, get in and blast off. Just in time. They 
are spotted by a shuttle, that Al is flying (one of the top 5), he flies over and picks them up, 
and everyone makes it home to earth in one piece.  
 
The whole ICSS crew arrives to a hero’s welcome. And everyone lives happily ever after, 
under the chemtrail skies… well basically. 
 



>>> end of storyline. 
 
Short analysis of just the movie. So this movie is one of the most clever psyops jobs I and 
my team have ever seen. Absolutely incredible how the makers of this film wove in fact, sci-
fi, and military simulation for just $200 Million. But, that’s just it. This movie was funded 
and promoted by the highest of the NWO elites and their secret clubs. This film is one they 
will want to, apparently, keep as a classic and repeat for propaganda effect – along with its 
myriad of lies. Even in this movie, it admits to having CIA, FBI, CFR, and top military help – 
even top-clearance secrets hinted at – all the way to the top. A type of “code” is mentioned 
in this film for a reason – it’s a code that needs to be decoded (what out for disinfo on that 
one). It also “name-drops”, which means that it mentions actual names of elites, 666, New-
World-Order schemes and plans. For instance, “Project Zeus” gets named (see below for 
explanation). Also actual dates are forecasted here – 2019 and 2022. Also, the Rockefeller’s 
UN gets referenced a few times, as does the criminal-filled US Congress, as does the slight 
various of the illuminati-run “ISS” = International Space Station, run by those who are 
fighting God and are working to pull a hoax so large as to try to deceive the whole world… 
something that only works during the actual and literal 7-year Tribulation. 
 
In short, this film is not Christian at all. The Bible is not mentioned. The focus is on an 
evolution-thinking of this life is all – eternity is nothing, right and wrong barely matter, 
except that we need to somehow stop God’s predictions that He will destroy the old sin-
infested earth as well as gear the world to fight Jesus’ return to stop the devil’s kingdom at 
the end of the literal and up-coming 7-year Tribulation. That’s the really short of it. As I 
think I’ve said before, this move, GeoStorm, is  
> 65% science-fiction 
> 25% military/NASA simulation 
> 10% real-time facts, if you can decipher them – and we know some of you can, because 
many reading this are aware of some level of geo-engineering and it’s myths and problems 
to God’s planet, and our well-being. 
 
So, this is not a movie – it’s a propaganda piece (some facts explained below). It is also 
meant to do what the propaganda film “Space Odyssey 2001” did – get the public to go 
“wow” and let the evil murderous elites keep building space weapons with their space wing 
of the military: NASA. This movie is also a threat – like the mafia do, from those who want 
to play “god” with the weather, while destroying it and preaching to us that we must obey 
their “climate change” commands. Notice: Al Gore, Bill Gates, Bill Nye and the rest – you 
are lying and you know it. God will hold you accountable, and we humans plan to as well. 
So, this film is propaganda – find every piece you can and expose it. Weather weapons are 
being used on people in real-time and the vapors sprayed across the US and in the NATO 
countries called chemical-trails or simply “chemtrails” are very real, and life-damaging at 



minimum. The NWO elites have been practicing manipulating weather for various 
purposes, since 1945 – WWII. Yes, that long. It’s simple science really – they’re just really 
smart and even more evil, using smartness to murder and steal and hopefully not get 
caught in the process. Do you remember, the “magical” fog that settled over Normandy 
Beach, France that gave enough cover to protect the US and “allied forces” troops invasion 
and protected them from the German bombers and military? That was sprayed in by 
Boeing and it used to be public record. It’s very hard to find info now, but now the “geo-
engineeering” industries are a multi-billion dollar industry. Seriously, it’s that big. But, don’t 
worry – we prove our case with many links and sources in the coming pages of this report. 
 
A quick review. The NWO elites run the propaganda machines (aka “news” – all owned by 6 
international corporations). And these “news” agencies have been bombarding people in 
the US (and the world) with alien myths and lies for about 10 years now. The CFR/CIA put 
those lying messages in the movies and TV shows – as though there is “another 
dimension”… or that “aliens” have come or will come or will help or rule or are planning 
mass-murder… It’s just on-going. And then there are the myths to push the supposed 
“reverse engineering” that’s supposedly learned from “alien technology”. Everything from 
X-Men, to Star Trek, Terminator, to Star Wars, to Iron Man, the Hulk, Spiderman, Avengers, 
Captain America, Guardians of the Galaxy, Pandora, Superman, Wonder Woman, Super 
Girl, Green Lantern, Batman, Men in Black, Back to the Future, the X-Files, and now Justice 
League (and that is not an exhaustive list)… all of these promote more wars that God 
condemns and opposes and are started by evil men and banksters, never by Christians. 
These promote wanting and getting “power” from someone other than God – which leaves 
demons/fallen-angels. That’s it. There are no “aliens”. The only invading force from “outer 
space” are satan and his fallen angels. That’s it. There is nothing else to the lie, except CGI 
(computer graphics imaging), holograms, chemtrails and HAARP, military scalar weapons, 
and lying mainstream news (including the Fox and CNN and MSNBC, and BBC, and the rest 
of the TV (trash vendor) “news”. And then of course, you have the Rockefeller controlled 
“History Channel” and “Discovery Channel” giving their spins. And of course disney and 
universal and 20th Century Fox and Pixar, etc, etc. 
 
Also, in the last 2 years, the NWO elites have been paying people inside the truther 
movements to push demonic deception theories such as “Nibiru” and the “Mandela Effect” 
to try to get us off of their trails and to prepare for arrests and prosecutions and shutting 
down as much of their global war, human trafficking, and their gun and drug running 
corporations and system. So, watch out for red-herrings – some of the worst ones are the 
most popular because on the surface they look and sound good… until you double-check 
them with your own eyes and ears. If you would like clear facts and thoughts on any 
questionable theories that you see, you can always email or msg me/us – 
Steven.H3(at)gmail.com or on Facebook - www.facebook(dot)com/lifeslave.of.Jesus, and 



also www.facebook(dot)com/INCPU-190658197618234. We are always glad to hear from 
friends of all persuasions who love God’s Word (the Bible) and watch and pray concerning 
the evils they see where they live – in their city and their country. 
 
Please also be aware that many of the regular voices on these topics (and I mean the top 5 
popular ones) are often mixing truth and fiction, fact and lie/disinfo. Those include: David 
Icke, Alex Jones (infowars), Mike Adams (naturalnews), and Mark Dice. Because my team 
and I have been studying these things for over 17 years, it’s a little easier for us to decipher 
truth from fiction… but most people don’t have that. So, we encourage you to put those 4 
and their closest of disinfo partners at a very low level of trust. They cannot be trusted. 
Alex Jones is a mason and intentionally deceives with half-truths and distraction-info on 
everything Israel to military weapons to martial law to his new favorite dictator – Donald 
Trump. Mike Adams is an avowed atheist and is known to mix new age lies into his reports 
– that’s the “I’m a god” or “I have god like powers in me, I just need to tap into them” set of 
lies. David Icke is fully new age and mixes truth and error, including the myths that you can 
tell some of the NWO elite banksters because they are partially human and reptile. And 
Mark Dice is his own slice of deception – has some good facts sometimes, but loves to 
promote perverse subjects (and by that I mean sexually perverse), because his lust for sin 
and sexual sins is very strong). Please stay away from these 4, or at least majorly reduce 
your trust of them, if you haven’t already done so. Sadly Fritz Springmeyer used to be more 
accurate, but has lost some of his edge because he’s gotten confused by some advisers on 
some of these topics. He still has much to glean from on the MKUltra subject as well as the 
human-trafficking topics. 
 
Quick facts and quotes on Alex Jones (just to give you an example). 
> Alex Jones calls the Bible “science fiction” 
www.incpu.org/Alex-Jones-calls-the-Bible-Science-Fiction.htm 
www.incpu.org/Alex-Jones-calls-the-Bible-Science-Fiction.pdf 
 
> Alex Jones admits (and is proud of) being a mason/Rosicrucian – in his own words 
www.incpu.org/Alex-Jones-deep-masonic-roots.pdf  
www.incpu.org/Alex-Jones-deep-masonic-roots.htm  
 
So, now that we’ve work through some of the myths being pushed to create a smoke 
screen to blur the truth on these things… let’s now look at facts and projects the elites are 
doing to take over the world and to get ready to fight the return of Jesus (isn’t going to 
work, but they are trying).  
 
Quick intros: 
Project Zeus 

http://www.incpu.org/Alex-Jones-calls-the-Bible-Science-Fiction.htm
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“… Purpose: This plan documents the practice of Risk Management (RM) as tailored to the 
Zeus Project. It is applied to Zeus as a means to anticipate, mitigate and control risks and to 
focus project resources where they are needed to ensure success of the project. This plan is 
prepared in response to the requirements/guidelines of NPG 7120.5A, NASA Program and 
Project Management Processes and Requirements…” 
> Source: http://sce.uhcl.edu/helm/ZEUS/rmpzeus.pdf  
 
--- Did you catch that? The whole point of any space program is to try to find “another 
source of life” instead if Creator-God, and to gear up to fight Jesus when He returns (under 
the guise of preparing for “aliens”, and to get as many people to join the rebellion against 
God as they can. It’s very deceptive, as you can see, but also a very old, old strategy and 
plan. As old as satan’s fall from the Holy Mountain of God (Isaiah 14 and Ezekiel 28). So, 
let’s take a look at satan’s plans and schemes and his team of human helpers, and some of 
their physical weapons for anti-God world-domination. 
 
Project MAJI 
“The Top Secret Operation Majestic-12 was established by order of President Harry S. 
Truman in 1947. 
 
… MAJIC / MAJI 
“The TOP SECRET / MAJI project control group is responsible for every aspect of interface 
with the alien life forms including security and intelligence, and disinformation to prevent 
public or foreign disclosure of the alien presence. (This is why all documents referring to 
"MJ-12" or any other form of that name are wrong). 
  
“MAJI is on-going in Washington DC. 
 MAJIC: Is the security classification of all MAJI and Aquarius information. MAJIC means 

"MAJI CONTROLLED." MAJIC is the highest security classification in the nation. 
  

 MJ-1: DIRECTOR OF MAJI. The Director of the CIA is usually MJ-1 and reports only to the 
President. Other members of MAJI are designated MJ-2, MJ-3, MJ-4, etc. This is the 
reason MJ-12 cannot be used as a name for the control group as it would cause 
confusion in meaning, i.e., (Is it referring to MJ-12 the person or MJ-12 the group.) Any 
reference to MJ-12 is to a person and nothing else. References and documents 
referring to "MJ-12" as a "Group" are incorrect. 
MAJI, originally was known as Majestic-12, a group consisting of twelve members. 

  
“This group was made up of a team representing selected government officials, U.S. 
intelligence personnel, highly trained scientists, business executives and military personnel. 
All were sworn to total secrecy. MAJI has continued its covert activities with the knowledge 

http://sce.uhcl.edu/helm/ZEUS/rmpzeus.pdf


and consent of the last eight Presidents. 
 
“The group continues to function today and has had the responsibility of establishing an 
ongoing relationship dating from 1964, with UFO beings (the Greys) from the third planet 
of the star system Zeta Reticuli…  
 
…Majority Twelve was made up of: 
 Nelson Rockefeller 
 the director of the CIA Allen Welsh Dulles 
 the Secretary of State John Foster Dulles 
 the Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson 
 the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Arthur W. Radford 
 the Director of the FBI J. Edgar Hoover 
 six men from the executive committee of the Council on Foreign Relations known as 

the "Wise Men"…” 
> http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_32.htm  
 
“…HIGH-POWER LASERS: Fiber lasers drill for oil 
12/05/2012 
By Jeff Hecht [Contributing Editor] 

 
“The biggest project in the US Department of Energy’s first round of Advanced Research 
Projects Agency energy (ARPA-E) grants announced three years ago could pay off in a big 
way for the laser industry. Foro Energy (Littleton, CO and Houston, TX) has demonstrated 
that 20 kW of laser power delivered through a special optical fiber can drill through hard 
rock. “We have completed proof-of-concept testing, and are now developing field-
deployable hardware,” says Foro chief technical officer Mark Zediker. He foresees 
applications in geothermal energy and production of oil and natural gas. 
 
“Mechanical drilling has been the standard in oil and gas production for more than a 
century. However, penetrating the hardest rocks, such as granite and basalt, requires 
applying tens of tons of weight to press down on the drill, and wears out the bits quickly. 
That can make drilling uneconomical for many potential geothermal energy sites, or for oil 
and gas fields capped by hard rock. 
 
“In 2009, ARPA-E gave Foro a $9.14 million grant to develop a “low-contact” drilling 
technology to aid development of geothermal energy, which often must be extracted from 
very hard volcanic rocks. The agency’s goal was to reduce drilling costs by up to a factor of 
10, helping to make carbon-free geothermal energy competitive with fossil-fuel energy 
generation. With private funding, Foro is studying the same technology for oil and gas 
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production. 
 
“The Foro process delivers the high-power laser beam to the rock surface, rapidly heating it 
to hundreds of degrees Celsius. The laser power is integrated with a mechanical drilling bit. 
The thermal shock “spalls” and softens the rock a couple of millimeters into the surface, 
then the mechanical drill clears it away. 
 
“This hybrid laser-mechanical process dramatically reduces energy requirements. Big drill 
rigs require about 2000 HP, equivalent to 1.5 MW. Powering a 20 kW fiber laser takes only 
100 kW of power, and the drill needed to remove the softened rock requires only 10 HP, or 
7.5 kW…” 
Source: http://www.laserfocusworld.com/articles/print/volume-48/issue-12/world-
news/high-power-lasers-fiber-lasers-drill-for-oil.html  
 
“Zeus Project 
“Most people are familiar with Pres. Reagan's SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) or Star 
War's programme. There are rumours that this is only a cover for an underlying project, 
allegedly called the Zeus Project, and that its real purpose is to build advanced weapons 
that can be used in case of an extraterrestrial attack. See 
also: Aries, Excalibur, Joshua, HAARP, and STAAR Projects. 
 
“This topic was copied from the HyperBase and is likely to be revised.” 
Source: http://www.exopaedia.org/Zeus+Project  
 
Other sources to study into on various topics: 
 
Links for satellite-to-brain communication – Yes, this tech is real. I’m a witness. 
> http://peacepink.ning.com/profiles/blogs/satellite-mind-control-bioelectric-weapon-
psychotronic-weapons  
> A technology I warn strongly against (and yes I met someone in this industry), but yes it 
shows/proves the elites have technology to mess with minds in the big cities. One version 
they call it is “Lucid Dreaming” 
https://www.luciddreamer.com/technology/  
> Another version they call it is “Virtual Sleep” technology. Very dangerous in the near and 
long-run. They are beyond testing it – they are using it… they just have to fool you into 
thinking they haven’t developed it yet. https://www.virtua.org/locations/sleep-centers-all-
locations  and http://virtualsleeplabs.com/  
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Very long list of weapons and equipment tests that the NWO and US militaries have been 
practicing and testing for years 
> http://www.zeusnumerix.com/public/downloads/zeus_numerix_project_portfolio.pdf  
 
> Drilling for oil and natural gas with high-energy lasers (presentation) 
https://www.netl.doe.gov/File%20Library/Research/Oil-Gas/ad40917-Laser-Drilling-
Presentation.pdf 
 
> Department of Energy (DOE) and Fossil Energy (FE) Co-Funded Drilling Technologies 
(presentation) 
http://dea-global.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/Roy-Long-Pres.pdf 
 
> Quotes on the US (and other country’s) laser weapons 
https://fas.org/spp/military/program/asat/971022-miracl-mr.htm 
 
> Example of military test with lasers as a weapon 
https://fas.org/spp/military/program/asat/nyt_970901.htm 
 
> How the Philadelphia Experiment Worked 
https://people.howstuffworks.com/philadelphia-experiment.htm 
 
> Military One Step Closer to Battlefield Holograms (2010 article) 
https://www.wired.com/2010/12/military-one-step-closer-to-battlefield-holograms/  
 
> US military practicing with High-Altitude and Low-Altitude nuclear explosions 
https://fas.org/spp/military/program/asat/haleos.pdf  
 
> US military weapons to be used against satellites (I think as practice for something else in 
space) 
https://fas.org/spp/military/program/asat/index.html  
 
> More info on the use of lasers 
http://laserfest.org/lasers/how/extreme.cfm  
 
Hologram tech 
https://www.wired.com/2010/12/military-one-step-closer-to-battlefield-holograms/  
 
Direct Energy Weapons (for combat) 
https://www.space.com/1934-weapons-directed-energy-warfare-21st-century.html 
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DEWs used in California 2017 
https://verumetinventa.wordpress.com/2017/10/23/california-fires-cali-cooked-by-direct-
energy-weapons/  
 
*** 
 
[Some older and newer info] 
Another key question is about HAARP, and similar questions like: what are its capabilities? 
The answer is - they're staggering, yet they use fairly simple scientific principles, including 
heating and cooling parts of our atmosphere to get desired results. If you want to see 
more, check out this link: http://haarp.net.  
 
The list includes everything from weather modification, to causing earthquakes, to being 
used on humans for population control. This is a fascinating technology that has apparently 
been in operation since sometime around 1958.  
 
Another similar project is the 'Mockingbird Project' - which has also been a part of the 
HAARP project. Check this out: "In the Tulsa World (1-11-94), there was a small article 
entitled: "Weapons Designers Win Secret Award". It said this: "The Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory won an award. The staff is very proud. The award is on display. But, 
they can’t say what the honor was for. It’s a secret. Its 21 member "Project Woodpecker" 
team was cited. It won the Intelligence Community Seal Medallion. That’s an award from 
the CIA and National Security Agency. The citation says the award was for solving complex 
problems." It pertains to the "Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating Method" now being 
used to alter the earth’s magnetic field---in order to:  
  modify weather  
 create or trigger earthquakes and volcanoes  
 spread viruses  
 create the phenomenon known as "electromagnetic pulse"  
 modify behavior control among the populous ..."  
Source link: http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech02.htm   
 
--- Other links: 
NASA Scientist : HAARP Causes Earthquakes  
www.ufo-blogger.com/2010/03/nasa-haarp-causes-earthquakes.html   
 
Other article: www.ufo-blogger.com/2010/02/lights-ufo-haarp-chile-earthquake.html   
 
HAARP and Earthquakes  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=OcHPAR_5TEc  
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How HAARP Works  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTpYwf7lBCA  
 
But HAARP is not the only scalar weapon that our military owns and utilizes. There are 
other similar types of this technology facility, and we have at least 4 of them in Alaska, and 
a few across the US. Other types are FIPA, HIPAS, ELF, VLF, LAEF, MAEF, and EAEF (and 
more).  
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?ll=29.230533524186743%2C144.6223765&spn=
123.743078%2C90&hl=ptBR&t=h&msa=0&z=2&ie=UTF8&mid=1tjXGdpu6XDMDzvwXm1xb
_ej5qLA  
 
"In reviewing information disclosed through the Freedom Of Information Act concerning 
the initial concepts and bidding on HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research 
Project), I came across relevant information that HAARP was not the best choice for the 
Project, this was to be the FIPA (Frequency-Independent Phased-array Antenna) FIPA 
patent# 5,274,390 The executive summary of HAARP indicates the best place for the Array 
was Poker Flat and not Gakona, Clear AFB was the optional choice for the HAARP location 
and has the power facility on site to supply a heater array of these proportions. Prime 
power at Clear Air Force Station is obtained from the station's coal-fired power plant, which 
is capable of producing 22.5 megawatts of power. (Clear AFB is a large DOD area located 
west of HIPAS [High Power Auroral Stimulation], and is almost an equal distance from 
HIPAS as HAARP is to HIPAS) HAARP is run by U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory's Space 
Vehicles Directorate while Clear AFS is also under U.S. Air Force Space Command. 
HAARP/HIPAS work in conjunction, however two arrays are not enough to steer the signal. 
The HAARP web site in 2001 discussed successful moon bounce experiments (done since 
the 1960's by HAM radio operators) see: HAARP array may use Moon as a reflector to reach 
distant targets on Earth to create Nuclear-Sized Explosions Without Radiation!. In order to 
target the moon you need a steerable array and three arrays minimum are required. For 
those that think the HAARP array network is just a research program, think again: Look at 
this short demonstration of of what 1000 watts of microwave energy can produce from a 
grape cut in half (Movie 2). [ed note. We don’t know what this is?]  
 
Multiply this effect by 3 million times as HAARP is 3 gigawatts of power (3 billion watts) 
now you just need a grape large enough for the array to feed from; see video of Large 
Artificial Electric Flame (LAEF) this sample pales to the (MAEF & EAEF) massive and extreme 
versions. Note to adversaries of the United States and recent saber rattling; you may not 
want to provoke this Kodiak Bear with a stick. HAARP array is second choice to FIPA array, 
The HAARP site near Gakona was initially chosen to house the Imaging Riometer for 
HAARP, now Poker Flat is operating the proposed HAARP Imaging Riometer and was the 
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initial choice for the HAARP location, and you require three ELF/VLF arrays to steer the 
signal for a moon bounce! This information means there is at least one hidden ELF/VLF 
array in the southern area of Alaska, it is likely in Poker Flat region and is likely the FIPA 
array.  
 
Here are the key locations in Alaska as they relate with HAARP, in order for targeting 
HAARP other arrays must be used to steer the signal, this is why HIPAS is in the region, with 
the present set up if HLMS, Clear AFS and Poker Flat were also positioned with ELF/VLF 
arrays then HAARP is capable of a 360 degree steerable target area...."  
> Source with a bit more info here: www.superforce.com/haarp   
> Another HAARP location map - worldwide facilities:  
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/05/29/map-of-world-haarp-facilities/  
> A map with locations on it 
http://www.incpu.org/HAARP-locations.jpg  
> 'Owning the Weather in 2025' –  
http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf (that's an actual US Air Force Doc dated 
August 1996)  
> Another helpful link about HAARP (with vids, pics, and references)  
www.staticbrain.com/archive/haarp-weather-modification-for-weather-warfare/  
 
***  
 
The US/NATO/UN military weapons were also used very recently in both Hurricane Harvey 
that hit Houston, Texas, and Hurricane Irma that hit several parts of Florida. Again, scalar 
weapons were used to heat up the water and the air. HAARP pulsing could be seen amping 
up Hurricane Harvey, and many vapor-generators were used for both hurricanes. Also the 
major hurricane that followed was Hurricane Maria – that devastated Puerto Rico. There 
were murders in at least Florida and Puerto Rico, which again makes these military 
weather-generals guilty of murder with their high-tech versions of simple science principles 
– using God’s creation to murder, and hope they get away with it. Well, the first step is 
catching them – they are caught. We need to know their names and prosecute them, and 
everyone who told them to go ahead – all the way up the chain of command, into the 
shadows and “advisory councils” - wicked gatherings of satanic cult members such as the 
CFR, Trilateral Commission, Committee of 300, Club of Rome, RIIA (Royal Institute of 
International Affairs), etc – as well as their chain-of-command into the “intelligence 
agencies”, such as the CIA, FBI, Mossad, and the others in almost every country you can 
name around the world – all of them doing illegal things and doing crimes against men and 
their Creator, the God who wrote the Bible. 
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This report from the INCPU News team on September 9, 2017, explains some of the proof 
of crimes done during the two hurricanes – including military drills, and martial-law 
practice and short-term enforcements. 
 

>>> 
 
Hello brothers and sisters in Christ (09/07/2017), I greet you live from central 
Florida on this bright and sunny day… amid a chaos of confusion. This is an INCPU 
weather update, where we have been giving the best real-time data we can find 
in our area and eyewitnesses as we work together to double-check the local and 
national “fake news” who gives you some facts and some NWO propaganda to 
cause chaos so that the NWO can take over more.  
 
Let me first note how beautiful it is outside :) ~ the sun is shining, and all is clear… 
except for the chemtrails that are hazing up the sky and gathering light fluffy 
clouds. Just as an oddity, the last 2 days here have been covered in clouds and 
light rain to moderate rain in some areas… I and a few others here have thought it 
to be psychological campaigns to see who all is listening to and obeying their 
nanny-state NWO-agenda leaders.  
 
So, have you heard about Irma? Yeah, so are we. And we have been hearing so 
much about it that clear up the east coast (and I assume west coast?) of Florida, 
people are buying up water everywhere. Some local areas ran out of bottles and 
jugs of water over the weekend or on Monday. If you are in Florida(or Georgia, or 
the Carolinas, or Virginia) and need water, but can’t buy any – look for a store 
that lets you fill water jugs and buy jugs in some form and fill them up that way – 
good clean water :) 
 
Okay, so, Irma :) Yeah… so we hope to see and wave to her at a distance  
> http://nypost.com/2017/09/07/hurricane-irma-is-getting-more-deadly-by-the-
day/  
> https://weather.com/storms/hurricane/news/hurricane-irma-united-states-
hurricane-warning-puerto-rico-leeward-islands-0   
 
But the question every needs to be asking about the “new” local and national ~ is 
it honest? Even CBS notes that there is “fake news” out there – yeah… I say: look 
who’s talking. But, if you thought the “left” was wrong, but the “right” is… well 
right – that would be incorrect too, because I and many others have caught “the 
Fox” in lies too. 
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> http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/dead-fox-host-warns-matthew-
article-1.2820675   
> a helpful documentary that shows how all mainstream press works – and it’s 
gotten much worse since the release of this well-made documentary from 2004. 
- http://watchdocumentaries.com/outfoxed-rupert-murdochs-war-on-journalism  
 
And oh yes, I’m so happy (not) that the “fake news” is warning us that there is 
“fake news” out there about the hurricane, and they’re going to be our heroes… 
hurra… *cough, cough*. Ahem. Excuse me.  
> https://www.cbsnews.com/news/category-6-hurricane-myths-of-hurricane-
irma/?ftag=CNM-00-10aab6a&linkId=41854353   
 
So, the point? Listen to them if you have to – but also double-check them so that 
you aren’t walking blindly onto a bus to a FEMA camp, needlessly. Stay alert and 
double-check them. 
 
> When I call Mr. #RickScott and unprosecuted #criminal, I'm not slandering him. 
It's true. 
“It was and still is the biggest Medicare fraud case in U.S. history and ended with 
the hospital giant Columbia/HCA paying a record $1.7 billion in fines, penalties 
and damages. Now the man who ran the company at the time wants to be 
Florida's governor….”  
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2010-05-20/news/fl-rick-scott-governor-hca-
20100520_1_medicare-fraud-case-hospitals-in-el-paso-hospital-giant-columbia  
 
Also, please keep in mind that Mr. Rick Scott still hasn’t appointed someone as 
lieutenant governor… we still don’t know what all that means, but it’s evil. Each of 
these actions is an intentional choice and especially when your livelihood is 
dependent on them. #CorruptionMatters. #CalIItOut. 
> http://www.jamestownsun.com/news/nation-and-world/2042784-governor-
sued-not-appointing-new-lieutenant-governor  
 
Now to today’s news. Criminal Mr. #RickScott is doing it again – giving blanket 
warnings to evacuate… the ambiguity here and in the whole alert from him 
almost seems like he’s threatening all 67 counties, but he acts like he’s never seen 
a hurricane before, or that we are too dumb and need his orders, or that he’s got 
an agenda. Maybe all three – certainly the last 2. Maybe a better way of putting it 
is that he seems to be is acting like a mini-dictator, ordering us to obey every 
whimsical order from the state and local govt… that’s a good way to get people to 
obey martial law, in direct violation of the US Constitution and the Word of God. 
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Romans 13 doesn’t allow them to command us to do their whims, and we need to 
hold them accountable – in prayer and with our words, calling out evil and abuses 
and abusers where we see them, and calling for accountability. I’m not talking 
about over-blown lawsuits for trivial matters, I’m talking about arrests and 
prosecutions for crimes – including Mr. Scott’s own record in stealing millions 
from the health-care system, while feigning innocence. 
> http://www.politifact.com/florida/statements/2014/mar/03/florida-
democratic-party/rick-scott-rick-scott-oversaw-largest-medicare-fra  
 
So, aside from his “dire warnings”, what’s really going on? Keep in mind that, as 
usual, the main way to know what’s going on anywhere is to search the 
mainstream press (as time allows), search the local mainstream press (as time 
allows) and then double-check it with honest citizens on the ground, and/or 
citizen journalists. So, let’s take a look. 
 
“… “I cannot stress this enough: Do not ignore evacuation orders,” Scott said 
during a morning news conference. “We can rebuild your home, but we cannot 
rebuild your life. Take what you need, but only what you need.”…”  
http://nypost.com/2017/09/06/rick-scott-urges-floridians-to-get-out-before-
irma-hits  
 
Weather channel’s report: 
> https://weather.com/storms/hurricane/news/hurricane-irma-what-know-
florida-southeast-caribbean-impacts-matthew  
 
And then this piece of fake/over-hyped “news” 
> http://www.msn.com/en-us/news/weather/florida-nervously-tracks-hurricane-
irma-as-caribbean-endures-storm%E2%80%99s-wrath/ar-
AArrAYa?OCID=ansmsnnews11#image=AArl9Rq|13   
> https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-
gang/wp/2017/09/07/category-5-irma-stays-on-perilous-path-toward-florida-
hurricane-watch-issued/?deferJs=true&hpid=hp_hp-cards_hp-card-
national%3Ahomepage%2Fcard&outputType=default-
article&utm_term=.59dc0f8ec84c   
 
And these (see pictures below if not shown here) are actual real-time winds at 
around 1PM EST. 
 
Simply put – stay vigilant, do some prep, stay prayed up, and busy about the work 
of the Lord as best as you can. None of us can stop a storm anymore than 
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rebellious humans can send a storm where God says no. So, though we don’t 
know where the weather-war people are trying to send it through HAARP, 
pulsing, vapor-generators, as well as water-traveling HAARP/ELF/scalar-weapon 
ships like the SBX-1. 
> http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/haarp-sbx1-mobile-sea-based-radar-
weather-weapon-in-place-to-shake-the-ground-off-north-korea-expect-a-false-
flag-in-north-korea-any-time-soon-weather-is-the-weapon-of-choice-please-look-
at-th/   
 
*** 
In other national weather news, please don't forget to pray for those in the #fire 
zones of #Oregon and #Montana and #Wyoming and #Idaho and #Utah and 
#Nevada and #Washington state and #California, as well as the flooded situation 
in #Houston, #Texas (of course). Also, fires are also spreading into #Canada. 
> http://www.whio.com/news/national/2017-wildfire-season-west-far-worse-
than-expected/jImcrqBEzg3HhlPy9hOFqI/   
> http://wildfiretoday.com/2017/09   
 
I think there are bigger HAARP/chemtrail schemes going on that also need prayers 
for people to see martial law and protect themselves from it. Evidence for this is 
that the past jet-stream patterns are not going on right now… but, it’s been in the 
weather news for several years now (at least) that HAARP and other scalar 
weather weapons are being used to mess up wind and weather cycles, for the 
NWO agenda. 
> http://wildfiretoday.com/2017/09/04/heavy-smoke-continues-to-spread-
across-northwest-and-north-central-us/   
> A US military document that shows that they are working to own the world’s 
weather and control/manipulate it – aiming for 2025, but they appear to be at 
least somewhat ahead of schedule. 
http://csat.au.af.mil/2025/volume3/vol3ch15.pdf  
> And then there’s this: Russia noting that the US used an “earthquake weapon” 
against Haiti, which would explain why the US military was there within 2 days 
after the quake and why there was not tsunami as would be with an earthquake 
so close to the ocean, and also explains why there was no earthquake damage on 
the Dominican Republic side, as well as why “Doctors without borders” and most 
relief aid was never delivered to the people of Haiti. The murderers who 
perpetrated this crime, still need to be prosecuted – the US officials need to be 
prosecuted in US citizen courts for murder and the other crimes they are 
responsible for.  
> http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/286296   
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This INCPU team has been reporting on HAARP and the military one-world-
military weapons for 5 to 10 years, and there are many who have been reporting 
longer than us. So, this is not a “new” subject even if some have never heard 
about it, especially if they are relying on the Rockefeller-controlled “mainstream 
press” – from CNN to Fox “News”. And the reason I mention it is to also note that 
these same weather-war-criminals are also trying to use their tunnel machines 
and the planted US military explosives to create the non-existent “New Madrid 
Fault Line”. 
> http://www.wdrb.com/story/26085136/usgs-increases-earthquake-risk-along-
new-madrid-fault   
That I think explains the earthquake in Missouri.  
> https://earthquaketrack.com/p/united-states/missouri/recent   
 
But at the same time, the INCPU team suspects something completely different 
concerning the new “quakes” in the Virginia area. For years, the offices and 
officials of Washington DC have been being moved to the “new DC”, meaning 
Denver, Colorado. And when they move out of an area, oftentimes an explosion 
can be heard to close an old tunnel. That’s a theory that we put high on the list 
for this one. 
> https://earthquaketrack.com/p/united-states/virginia/recent   
> http://wtop.com/virginia/2015/06/2-minor-earthquakes-reported-in-virginia-in-
2-days   
> https://patch.com/virginia/richmond/did-you-feel-2-4-magnitude-earthquake-
friday-virginia   
 
Next, on the topic of flooding, Houston’s flooding is horrible, but it’s not the only 
area that’s been working to recover from flooding. Kansas, Missouri, and West 
Virginia, and even Wisconsin have caused much damage in the last 2 months.  
> http://floodlist.com/america/usa   
> https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/west-virginia/articles/2017-09-
07/west-virginia-ag-officials-say-flooding-may-contaminate-hay   
 
Also, even Houston is getting more flooded. How? Well, the way that the military 
and FEMA crews are releasing water is flooding areas that were not previously 
flooded – I’ve gotten word from at least 2 people there in Houston who have 
confirmed this. And the mainstream press has referenced it once or twice as well 
– in very brief. If you blinked, you missed it. Also, many roads are still blocked off 
in Houston – some do not appear to be flooded, and yet they are not allowed to 
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be used – everyone is being forced onto the highway… something doesn’t add up 
there – confirmed by a resident of Houston. 
> https://patch.com/texas/houston/flooded-homeowners-file-class-action-
lawsuit-over-barker-addicks-releases   
> http://abc13.com/news/flooding-remains-a-concern-in-some-houston-
neighborhoods/721977   
> https://iowaenvironmentalfocus.org/2017/09/01/houston-flood-expected-to-
drain-slowly/   
 
Flooded roads in Houston 
> http://www.chron.com/news/houston-weather/hurricaneharvey/article/These-
are-the-roads-that-are-closed-in-Houston-12003482.php   
 
That may sound like nitpicking at first, until you realize that the same thing 
happened in Katrina by their corrupt government. 
> 
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/11/18/louisiana.katrina.lawsuit/index.html?_s=P
M:US  
> Even Louisiana may, Ray Nagin, was caught and prosecuted for his corruption – 
including during Katrina 
http://nypost.com/2014/07/09/mayor-during-katrina-gets-10-years-for-
corruption/   
 
Key quote of Mr. Nagin during the engineered Katrina crisis: 
“Come [to the shelters] with enough food and perishable items to last three to 
five days. Come with blankets, pillows. No weapons, no alcohol, no drugs. You 
know, this is like the government saying – yeah, you know, you’re going on a 
camping trip.” 
You can watch this quote at minute 28 in the documentary called: “Hurricane 
Katrina Conspiracy Documentary” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EnR6Waj3LY   
 
Add to this, this general’s words. “General Honore is the one who says the 
statement that Hurricane Katrina was a military operation and then proceeds to 
describe the Hurricane with a mind of its own acting as a military force.” This 
general goes on to explain how the food sources and water were cut off, as was 
communication, and travel. There are others that note this too. Major weather 
situations are being used as cover for military practice, drills, and operations. You 
can see it happening concerning the areas directly affected by Katrina, in these 
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two documentaries. 
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12xj1sHvIWA  
> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vuQKo_uuKE  
 
So, thanks for praying. Sorry for a little longer update than normal ~ hoping it’s 
informative enough to fill in info for those here in FL as well as our prayer 
partners. None of us know where they are sending this hurricane yet or where 
God will let them. Pray for wisdom and protection and the fear of the Lord and for 
the spiritual growth of everyone He brings to your mind! 
 
You can watch active wind-speeds, wave-heights, wind gusts, rain counts at 
ground level and higher at this free site or others like it: www.ventusky.com  
 
~ Watching, Preaching, Praying, your growing bro,  
SH with the INCPU News team 

 
---- 
 
Source links: 
www.incpu.org/INCPU-hurricane-update-9.7.2017.htm  
www.incpu.org/INCPU-hurricane-update-9.7.2017.pdf  
 
In addition to that, if you search info on what was called “Hurricane Sandy”, it was a 
phenomenon of 3 storms merged and it hit NYC and flooded out many in the surrounding 
area, allowing for practice of martial law and forced evacuations. Here’s one link on that: 
Sources:  
> http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/video/hurricane-sandy-storms-collide-17566917  
> http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/geoengineering-frankenstorm-hurricane0sandy-
and-the-air-force-weather-weapon-system-pt1/  
 
 
*** 
 
Back to the US and how all this applies to things going on in the US, 2017 into 2018.  
 
This next article explains how natural disasters can be times where martial law is called:  
"... Imposing Martial Law on even a small town or city would be a VERY serious thing. A 
declaration of Martial Law In America is beyond serious, and is nearly incomprehensible. 
What event could cause the implementation of Martial Law? A major natural disaster like 
those covered under Natural National Disasters, a major terrorist attack, or even extreme 
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civil disobedience and rioting on a nation-wide scale could all be candidates for the 
imposition of Martial Law. Martial Law would undoubtedly be accompanied by curfews, 
check-points, and perhaps special papers or passes for the citizenry to move from point A 
to point B ... including going to work..."  
Source: http://nationalsurvivalcenter.com/martiallaw.html  
 
The next piece to understanding the un-stated war from the NWO banksters and criminals 
in the US government and we-the-people is something called “psyops” or, “psychological 
warfare operations”. Here’s a quick definition. 
 
“Psychological Operations - Description 
 
“Psychological operations (PsyOp) are a planned process of conveying messages to a 
target audience (TA) to promote certain attitudes, emotions, and behavior. These 
messages are typically conveyed using a line of persuasion known as a theme. 
 
“PsyOp is basically the use of communication to influence behavior. It is used against 
adversaries, their supporters, and their potential supporters. It is defined by the US 
Army in the following way: “Psychological operations are planned operations to 
convey selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their 
emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign 
governments, organizations, groups, and individuals.” 
 
“An important consideration here is that a TA can be a group or individual. A TA is 
defined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff publication Doctrine for Joint Psychological 
Operations as: “An individual or group selected for influence or attack by means of 
psychological operations.” 
 
“PsyOp is used across the entire spectrum of conflict, with or without any 
accompanying military action, from special operations, to high-intensity and low-
intensity conflict (LIC). This includes variations of LIC such as counterterrorism, 
peacekeeping, CMO, MOOTW, IW, UW, etc. Planning for PsyOp is the same regardless 
of the type of warfare in which it is used. It is used in conjunction with all instruments 
of national power. Most information pertaining to PsyOp is classified. 
 
“Despite the Army’s definition, which states that it is only used on foreign audiences, 
the evidence presented so far suggests that it is being used on civilians domestically in 
the US and elsewhere. As we’ve seen, it has been officially declared that the military is 
indeed working with federal agencies in the US during the new war conducting PsyOp 
as part of CMO. 
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“Furthermore, the Council on Foreign Relations considers PsyOp a NLW to be used on 
civilians.1 The Defense Science Board, another advisory committee to the DOD, 
announced in its Future Strategic Strike Forces task force report of February 2004, that 
NLW and PsyOp are to be “directed at the physiological or psychological functions of 
specific individuals or the populace.” 
 
“A book published in 2000 by the DOD’s C4SI Cooperative Research Program, entitled 
Network Centric Warfare: Developing and Leveraging Information Superiority, 
mentioned that information operations (PsyOp) will be conducted entirely in the 
civilian sector where the military will be working closely with civilians. 
 
“Although there seems to be a variety of ways it can be categorized, most military 
publications have it listed as a type of information operation (IO), previously referred 
to as command and control warfare (C2W). IO consists of five core capabilities that are 
used in concert and with any related capabilities to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or 
takeover an enemy’s decision making process. 
 
“They include: psychological operations (PsyOp), military deception (MILDEC), 
operations security (OPSEC), and electronic warfare (EW), and computer network 
operations (CNO). IO is basically a way of interfering with the various systems that a 
person uses to make decisions. 
 
“Of the five, PsyOp, MILDEC, and OPSEC have been major factors in most military 
campaigns. They have recently been joined by EW and CNO. Used in combination, 
these core capabilities are the primary methods of influencing an adversary in this new 
type of warfare. EW, which includes interfering with the enemy’s electronic 
informational systems and attacking them with directed-energy weapons, as well as 
CNO, which is used to attack an enemy’s computer systems, will be discussed later. 
 
“There other terms used to describe PsyOp, including: military deception (MILDEC), 
effects-based operations (EBO), neocortical warfare, political warfare (PolWar), and 
psychological warfare (PsyWar). The meanings of these terms will be covered at this 
time. 
 
“The term psychological warfare is reported to have first been used in the English 
language in 1941 as a translation of the German phrase weltanschauungskrieg 
(worldview warfare), which means the scientific application of terror and propaganda 
as a way of securing an ideological victory over an enemy. Some researchers use the 
terms propaganda and PsyOp interchangeably. 



 
“Military deception (MILDEC) seeks to mislead the enemy by affecting all conduits of 
information which they rely on to make decisions. This includes all systems, groups, 
and even individuals, which the enemy uses as a source of information. 
 
“It does this to the point of managing the perception of the enemy. MILDEC is similar 
to PsyOp. PsyOp normally targets groups while MILDEC targets individuals. An 
individual targeted for MILDEC may also be part of a PsyOp target group. MILDEC is 
enhanced by operations security (OPSEC). While MILDEC influences the enemy’s 
interpretation of information, OPSEC prevents the enemy from receiving any 
unclassified but sensitive information. 
 
“Neocortical warfare is RAND’s version of PsyOp that controls the behavior of the 
enemy without physically harming them. RAND describes the neocortical system as 
consciousness, perception, and will. Neocortical warfare regulates the enemy’s 
neocortical system by interfering with their continuous cycle of observation, 
orientation, decision, and action. It presents the enemy with perceptions, sensory, and 
cognitive data designed to result in a narrow set of conclusions, and ultimately 
actions…”  
Source: You can read more at this very helpful and seemingly accurate article. Much to 
glean from here for many. http://www.newworldwar.org/psyop.htm  
 
The next key piece to understanding this - do you know the difference between chemtrails 
and contrails? Contrails are vapor trails that are sometimes left behind planes or jets at 
high altitude on cold days. Chemtrails are chemical vapor sprayed directly into the sky by 
remote-controlled jumbo jets (controlled in the highly secretive new CIA headquarters in 
the “other DC” – Denver, Colorado. These planes and equipment are usually made and 
equipped by either Boeing, Raytheon, or Lockheed Martin. International corporations 
involved in the making of the chemicals include Dow and Occidental.  
Links that shows the differences between chemtrails and contrails. 
> http://www.boldmethod.com/blog/lists/2014/06/chemtrails-vs-contrails/ 
> https://www.thoughtco.com/chemtrails-versus-contrails-3976090 
> http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread348964/pg1  
> http://rense.com/general/chemfacts.htm 
> http://contrailscience.com/contrails-and-chemtrails-the-ifaq/  
 
Chemtrails and… 
> the flu: https://www.activistpost.com/2015/12/chemtrail-flu-is-it-for-real.html  
> Morgellons: 
http://www.stopsprayingcalifornia.com/Morgellons_Disease_&_Chemtrails.php  
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> asthma: http://educate-yourself.org/cn/asthmachemtrailsandstorms04mar05.shtml 
> crowd-control: https://chemtrailsplanet.net/2015/07/31/drones-will-enforce-crowd-
control-with-high-power-microwaves/ 
> other similar types of crowd-control weapons: 
https://www.alternet.org/story/151864/6_creepy_new_weapons_the_police_and_military
_use_to_subdue_unarmed_people  
 
And a video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kcTvqiMNl8  
 
"On February 20, 1999, strange "Contrails" were reported over Long Island, NY by 
'concerned citizens' who also took photos. These photos reveal the characteristic "X" mark 
seen in almost all cases of chemtrails. Earlier this year, reports by Ken Welch have been 
posted on various sites on the Internet. His reports are titled Contrail Spraying of Cities is 
Real Part 1 , Part II, and Part III These articles chronicle Ken's apprehension and dismay at 
the discovery that the United States government was brazenly spraying the skies of 
southern Texas on April 9, 1999 with Chemtrails.  
 
Ken has also posted E-mails at his web site that were sent to him in May '99 of reports of 
sprayings over South Carolina and Indiana . In June, a report from Florida said that 
sprayings had been going on for weeks over the Ft Lauderdale and Jacksonville areas, 
including military bases. It is being reported that people with average or below average 
immunity are experiencing pneumonia-like respiratory symptoms, while people with 
stronger immunity are only experiencing slight discomfort for a day or two or no symptoms 
at all. Some people have gotten very ill and the symptoms seem to keep returning after a 
short period of improvement. It's possible that some of these sprayings might contain 
special bioengineered pathogens designed to affect only certain racial groups..."  
Source link: http://educate-yourself.org/ct/#intro   
(one note: sorry, the guy has a new age perspective, but he also has lots of helpful links. I 
do not endorse or encourage his new age false religion.)  
 
The documentary called 'Aerosol Crimes' (2005) made by Cliff Carnicom is both simply 
explained, clearly outlined with facts, pictures, and sources. You can watch it free online: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZoKkebpzu7Q   
This is Cliff Carnicom's website: www.carnicominstitute.org/html/geoengineering.html   
 
Also, “What in the World Are They Spraying?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFQ2_0QNiks 
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And it’s follow-up film: “Why in the World Are They Spraying?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEfJO0-cTis  
> Please keep in mind that neither of those films are from a Biblical worldview, but I’m not 
seeing any Christians honest enough or studied enough yet to take them on. So, those 
documentaries have much to glean from. 
 
The people behind this chemical spraying (chemtrails) have been doing it a long time. The 
Rockefellers have been a part of it for many decades as well. The fog that “magically” 
settled over Normandy Beach, France for Operation D-Day invasion (WWII) was sprayed in 
by Rockefeller-controlled Boeing (that used to be public information, now it’s a guarded 
secret).  
 
Bill Gates even talks about chemtrails in his explanations of spraying aluminum and barium 
to 'stop global warming.  
> http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2010/01/bill-gates-funding-geoengineering-research  
> http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/bill-gates-admits-to-geoengineering/  
 
This site has much helpful info, though some of their conclusions are starting to go off-
track. Facts and evidence to glean from is why I share it 
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/  
 
Those who are planning this great evil are fierce. Those who fear God and stand up to sin 
and evil need to pray and stand against these evil NWO banksters, pressing for arrests and 
prosecutions in citizen-run courts, in individual countries (never by international law or in 
an “international” or military court or tribunal). 
 
“The Georgia Guidestones (set up by the Rockefellers under the alias 'RC Christian') talk 
about reducing (from 7 Billion) and keeping the world population under 500,000,000. Yes, 
you read that right: 500,000,000. These are something like the satanic version of God's holy 
10 Commandments (Exodus 20). These people (the NWO elites, banksters, NATO leaders, 
EU leaders, Vatican leaders, Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Bush/Scherff, Warburgs, Schiffs, etc) 
are determined in this evil.  
 
“How determined are we at arresting them for their crimes and upholding the law against 
them? A Christian named Stan Monteith explains about this strange monument:  
“ "On one of the highest hilltops in Elbert County, Georgia stands a huge granite 
monument. Engraved in eight different languages on the four giant stones that support the 
common capstone are 10 Guides, or commandments. That monument is alternately 
referred to as The Georgia Guidestones, or the American Stonehenge. Though relatively 
unknown to most people, it is an important link to the Occult Hierarchy that dominates the 
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world in which we live. The origin of that strange monument is shrouded in mystery 
because no one knows the true identity of the man, or men, who commissioned its 
construction.  
 
“All that is known for certain is that in June 1979, a well-dressed, articulate stranger visited 
the office of the Elberton Granite Finishing Company and announced that he wanted to 
build an edifice to transmit a message to mankind. He identified himself as R. C. Christian, 
but it soon became apparent that was not his real name. He said that he represented a 
group of men who wanted to offer direction to humanity, but to date, almost two decades 
later, no one knows who R. C. Christian really was, or the names of those he represented. 
Several things are apparent. The messages engraved on the Georgia Guidestones deal with 
four major fields:  
(1) Governance and the establishment of a world government,  
(2) Population and reproduction control,  
(3) The environment and man's relationship to nature, and  
(4) Spirituality.  
 
“In the public library in Elberton, I found a book written by the man who called himself R.C. 
Christian. I discovered that the monument he commissioned had been erected in 
recognition of Thomas Paine and the occult philosophy he espoused. Indeed, the Georgia 
Guidestones are used for occult ceremonies and mystic celebrations to this very day. 
Tragically, only one religious leader in the area had the courage to speak out against the 
American Stonehenge, and he has recently relocated his ministry.  
 
“THE MESSAGE OF THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES  
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.  
2. Guide reproduction wisely - improving fitness and diversity.  
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.  
4. Rule passion - faith - tradition - and all things with tempered reason.  
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.  
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.  
7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.  
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.  
9. Prize truth - beauty - love - seeking harmony with the infinite.  
10.Be not a cancer on the earth - Leave room for nature - Leave room for nature. ..."  
Source link: http://whale.to/b/georgia_guidestones.html  
 
*** 
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Next topic: what's happening in the US? Many crazy things, as we are all aware. One that 
we all need to watch and few are talking about is martial law. Here are some links to catch 
up on that topic to watch and pray. 
 
What is Martial Law?  
www.2013w.org/law/martial-law/  
 
Was Hurricane Sandy A Prelude To Camp FEMA?  
http://freedomoutpost.com/2012/11/was-hurricane-sandy-a-prelude-to-camp-
fema/#704H6aHD9ObrsDAi.99 
(Hurricanes Harvey and Irma were practice drills too. Curfews and mandatory evacuations, 
as well as checkpoints were all practiced in various affected states.) 
 
Feds Buy Two Billion Rounds of Ammunition  
www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2013/02/17/Feds-Buy-2-Billion-Rounds-Of-
Ammunition 
 
There are between 800-1000 FEMA detention camps all across the US. Why?  
> Halliburton Confirms US Concentration Camps Ready to Detain up to 2 Million 
“Terrorists” www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_FEMA21.htm  
 
*** Conclusion: Things look very rough ahead. Some of us have seen this coming - others 
are not aware of it because their only source is the mainstream media that's all owned and 
carefully controlled by 6 - 9 super-international corporations. If you'd like to see who owns 
the media, check this article out: "Found a trustworthy new source among the 'mainstream 
outlets'?" http://incpu.org/articles/mainstream-outlets.htm...” 
 
> More info like this can be found here: 
http://www.incpu.org/HAARP&FEMA-camping.pdf  
 
*** 
 
Conclusion: 
Thank you for watching and praying! Many in the US do care, but many of them lack info 
and time to process to catch up on how to watch and pray, and how to speak out against 
evil and expose it. We hope this report and the various resources and short explanations 
have helped you to catch up to speed some. Please message, comment, or email questions 
to our team. We will be glad to help as time and life allow. Please also consider sharing this 
info with your friends and others who research and pray. The more watching and 
comparing notes, especially of those who love the Bible – the better! 
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Contact: 
Steven.H3(at)gmail.com 
www.facebook(dot)com/lifeslave.of.Jesus 
www.facebook(dot)com/INCPU-190658197618234 
 
~ Watching, Preaching, Praying, Steven with the FEDBP ministry and INCPU News teams 
 

 


